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Haggadah: The Beginning of 
Maggid - from Roots to Phrases 

  By Mrs. Janis Yellin Peromsik 
 

Grade Level: 4th Grade – 8th Grade 
 
Description: 
These one to two-page instructional worksheets present the vocabulary of 
Maggid in the Haggadah, from Ma Nishtanah to Mitchilla. They may be used as 
opening exercises, fillers, or in conjunction with the instructional bulletin boards, 
group activities and record-keeping system described in the Teachers' Guide to 
The Open Scroll (G_00658a). The root-to-phrase worksheets (with "rtp” in the file 
name) are designed for students who know how to read Hebrew, identify a 
shoresh shalem and its main idea, and identify affixes. The other worksheets 
(with "wtp” or "atp” in the file name) are designed for students who know how to 
read Hebrew, but who do not necessarily know about affixes; I have tried to 
introduce that concept in these worksheets so children who have recently 
learned to read Hebrew can begin to learn the vocabulary of the Haggadah.  
 
Goals/Objectives: 
Given a list of short (usually two-word) phrases from the Haggadah, and their 
English translations, students will 1) identify a word, affix or shoresh that is 
repeated in each phrase, and figure out its translation from the repetition in the 
translation 2) by process of elimination, figure out the meaning of some or all of 
the rest of the phrase 3) complete a matching exercise which may require them 
to recognize a shoresh or affix in a different word, or to either remember or look 
up words from the list of phrases when they are presented out of context. 
 
Materials Needed: 
Students will need the worksheets and pencils or highlighter markers in different 
colors. Please include my copyright notice (at the bottom of each worksheet) on 
every copy that you make. 
 
Instructions: 
To complete the worksheets, students devise a system for using colors, 
numbers, or different styles of underlines to show how the Hebrew words or 
morhemes (affixes or shorashim) match up with the English translations. 
Alternately, the teacher or the class as a whole may devise a system for 
everyone to follow, provided that each student understands the system. Students 
with good reading skills can read and follow the instructions independently; 
otherwise the worksheets can be read out loud in a group, giving the children 
time to write the answers to each section individually before the group goes on to 
the next section. There are three types of worksheets: root-to-phrase, word-to-
phrase, and affix-to-phrase. The root-to-phrase worksheets begin with a 
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preliminary section that asks children to find the shoresh of each of two or more 
groups of words. If the shoresh of any group is not shalem, the worksheet will 
provide information on the letter that changes and what it might do. The main 
section, on all three types of worksheets, lists short phrases for students to 
analyze. One word is repeated in every phrase on the page, and students circle 
that word and its English translation. They then use numbers, colors, or 
underlines to match up the Hebrew and English words or affixes in the rest of 
each phrase. Each type of worksheet concludes with a matching exercise. The 
paragraphs of the Haggadah on which each worksheet is based are listed on the 
bottom of each page. After completing several worksheets on the same 
paragraphs, students might take turns reading the paragraph(s) out loud, while 
the rest of the class raises their hands whenever they recognize a familiar 
phrase; someone who raised a hand can be called on to translate that phrase. 
 
Closure Assessment: 
Congratulate the students on their work and encourage them to show the 
worksheets to their parents; put extra pretty stickers and words of congratulations 
(even if just for effort) on the corrected worksheets, so students will be proud of 
their work and show their parents. Hopefully, this will turn out to be a tactful way 
of giving parents an opportunity to review their Haggadah vocabulary in case 
they need to. 
 
Additional Tips:  
Please see the Teachers' Guide to The Open Scroll (G_00658a). 
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Highlight the Hebrew affix and its English translation.  Sometimes an affix can
be written differently, depending on what letter or vowel comes after it.

 

  Ub ¥th ¦m«uH ©uand He took us out

  kf̈ §uand each/every

  Ur §nẗ §uand they said

   vM̈ ©nUand matza

   Ubh¥bc̈Uand our children

What are three of the ways that this affix is written?

Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  Circle or draw a box around the

words that have the affix  you found, and circle or box their English translations.  
Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.

Use matching colors, underlines or numbers to show how the Hebrew and English go
together.

   vM̈ ©nU  . ¥nj̈leavened-food and matza

  ih ¦C ªx §n  ih ¥cU  ih ¦c §J«uh  ih ¥Ceither sitting or reclining

  t«k  UK ¦t §uand if not

  th ¦m«uv  t«k  UK ¦t §uand if He had not taken out

  Ubh¥bc̈U  Ubẗwe and our children

  Ubh¥bc̈  h¥b §cUand our children’s children

  o ¤vk̈  Ur §nẗ §uand they said to them

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer). 
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Matching

Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.  For an affix, ---
shows where to put the rest of the word.

You may use a letter more than once.

a. we    b. our children    c. they said    d. and

            Ur §nẗ             Ubẗ        Ubh¥bc̈

            ---©u          ---U          --- §u 

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer). 
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some words and phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew affix is repeated in every phrase.  An affix is something that is
added to the beginning, middle or end of the word and that adds to the meaning of
the word.

Circle the repeated affix, and circle its English translation.  The English
translation may not always be the same.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  ,«ukh¥K ©v  kf̈ §C ¤Jfor on all (other) nights

  e ©r §C  h¥b §c ¦C  ih ¦C ªx §n  Uhv̈ ¤Jwho were reclining/celebrating in Bnei Brak

  o¦h ©r §m ¦n  , ©th ¦m§h  r ¥nẗ ¥T ¤Jthat the-going-out-of Egypt should-be-said

  r ©n¡t¤B ¤Jas it is said

  vr̈«uT  i ©,B̈ ¤JWho gave (the) Torah

  ©g ¥s«uh  «ubh ¥t ¤Jwho does not know

Matching

Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.  For an affix,  ---
tells you where the rest of the word goes.

He gave     b. on/in all     c. it is said     d. not     e. for/ who/ that/ as

           «ubh ¥t          kf̈ §C          r ©n¡t¤b          i ©,b̈     --- ¤J

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer, Amar Rabi Elazar, Four
Sons ).  Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some words and phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew affix is repeated in every phrase.  An affix is something that is
added to the beginning, middle or end of the word and that adds to the meaning of
the word.

Circle the repeated affix, and circle its English translation.  The English
translation may not always be the same.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  oÄ« ¦nfrom there

  o¦hr̈ §m ¦N ¦nfrom Egypt

  oh ¦sc̈£g  ,h ¥C ¦nfrom the house of slaves  

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For and affix,

---  tells you where the rest of the word goes.

Egypt     b. from     c. house of     d. there

            ,h ¥C          ---« ¦n          o¦hr̈ §m ¦n      oJ̈

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Four Sons).`
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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In both Hebrew and English, there are words you might look up in a
dictionary--words like leap, hat, or bewildered.  But in both languages, there are
words or parts of words that can give you other kinds of information:

The s at the end of boys means more than one.

The ed at the end of walked means in the past.

Parts of words that give this kind of information are called affixes.   There are
two kinds of affixes in English--prefixes at the beginning of a word and suffixes at the
end of a word.  (Suf sounds a little like the Hebrew word  ;«ux , which means end.)

In Hebrew, affixes can be in the beginning, middle or end of a word, or any
combination, so it’s easiest to call them affixes, no matter where you find them.

Each group of words below has an affix that tells you when something is
happening--now, later, or in the past.  Circle the affixes and write their English
translation--the translation might be the same for both groups, or it might not.

  ih¦k §f«uteat

  oh ¦g §s«uhknow

  r ¥n«utsays

  WHEN?

   

  v ¤C §r ©nincreases

  jC̈ ªJ §nis praised

  ih ¦C ªx §nreclining/
celebrating

  o¦hr §P ©x §ntelling-about

  WHEN?

Matching.  Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.  For an
affix, ---  tells you where the letters of the J ¤r«J go. 

You may use the same English letter more than once.

It’s happening now.     b. says    c. increases     d. is praised    e. know

        r ¥n«ut         --«u-           oh ¦g §s«uh        ---n          v ¤C §r ©n          vC̈ ªJ §n  

a.

Words from the Haggadah ( Mah Nishtanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some words and phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew affix is repeated in every phrase.  An affix is something that is
added to the beginning, middle or end of the word and that adds to the meaning of
the word.

Circle the repeated affix, and circle its English translation.  The English
translation may not always be the same.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  o¦hr̈ §m ¦n §Cin Egypt

  vëz̈£j  sḧ §Cwith a strong hand

  v-ḧUy§b  ©g«ur §z ¦cUand with an outstretched arm

  o¦h ©r §m ¦n  , ©th ¦mh ¦C  r ¥P ©x§kto-tell-about the-going-out-of Egypt

Matching

Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.  For an affix,  ---
tells you where to put the rest of the word.

(the) going-out-of     b. Egypt    c. in/with    d. strong    e. outstretched

       --- §C  or       --- ¦C           vëz̈£j        , ©th ¦m§h

            o¦h ©r §m ¦n      v-ḧUy§b  

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah  (Avadim Hayyinu)
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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In the Haggadah, an affix you may already know is often used in a slightly
different form.  Highlight the Hebrew affix that’s repeated in each box, and highlight
its English translation.  The English translation may be an English affix!

  oh ¦ng̈ §ptimes

  oh¦b«uc§bunderstanding (speaking about
a group--more than one person)

   oh ¦r §P ©x §n(a group) is telling about

  

  ih¦k §f«ut(a group) is eating 

ih¦kh ¦C §y ©n(a group) is dipping  

  ih ¦c §J«uh(a group) is sitting

  ih ¦C ªx §n(a group) is reclining

Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  Circle or draw a box around the

words that have an affix you found, and circle or box their English translations.  
Then, for as many words as you can, use matching colors, underlines or

numbers to show how the Hebrew and English go together.

  ih¦k §f«ut  Ubẗwe eat

  ih¦kh ¦C §y ©n  Ubẗ we dip

  oh ¦ng̈ §p  h ¥T §Jtwo times

 ih ¦C ªx §n  ih ¥cU  ih ¦c §J«uh  ih ¥Ceither sitting or reclining

  oh ¦nf̈£j  Ub̈KªF  Ukh ¦p£t©uand-even-if all-of-us (were) wise

  o¦h ©r §m ¦n  , ©th ¦mh ¦C  oh ¦r §P ©x §n  Uhv̈ §uand they were telling-about the going-out-of
Egypt

   Matching.  Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.  For an affix, ---
shows where to put the rest of the word.  You may use a translation more than once.

more than one    b. we    c. two     d. they were    e. and-even-if        

            Ubẗ         Uhv̈         Ukh ¦p£t©u        oh ¦---

            ih ¦---     h ¥T §J

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some words and phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew affix is repeated in every  word or phrase.  An affix is something
that is added to the beginning, middle or end of the word and that adds to the
meaning of the word.

Circle the repeated affix, and circle its English translation.  The English
translation may not always be the same.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the rest of the phrase.  Mark the
Hebrew and the English translation in some way that shows what goes together.  You
might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

  Ubh¦hv̈we were

  Ub ¥th ¦m«uH ©uand He took us out

  Ubh ¥e«k-¡tour G-d

  Ubh ¥,«uc£tour fathers

  Ubẗwe

  Ubh¥bc̈Uand our children

  Ubh¥bc̈  h¥b §cUand the children of our children

  Ub̈KªFall of us

  Ubh¥kg̈upon us

Matching

Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix,  ---
shows where to put the rest of the word.

and He took out     b. fathers     c. children    d. grandchildren    e. all of us    f. us/our

           ,«ucẗ          oh¦bC̈          oh¦bc̈  h¥b §C          th ¦m«uH ©u         Ub̈KªF      Ub---  

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some words and phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew affix is repeated in every word.  An affix is something that is
added to the beginning, middle or end of the word and that adds to the meaning of
the word.

Circle the repeated affix, and circle its English translation.  The English
translation may not always be the same.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the rest of each word.  Mark the
Hebrew and the English translation in some way that shows what goes together.  You
might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  o ¤v-h ¥sh ¦n§k ©,their students

  o ¤vk̈to them

Matching

Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.  For an affix,  ---
shows where to put the rest of the word. 

to     b. them/ their     c. students     d. to them     e. to us

            o ¤v---          ---k          o ¤vk̈          Ub̈k      oh ¦sh ¦n§k ©T

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some words and phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew affix is repeated in every phrase.  An affix is something that is
added to the beginning, middle or end of the word and that adds to the meaning of
the word.

Circle the repeated affix, and circle its English translation.  The English
translation may not always be the same.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

   UtC̈ ¤J  s ©guntil they came

  o ¤vk̈  Ur §nẗ §uand they said to them

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.   For an affix,

---  shows you where to put the rest of the word.

they came/they did come      b. they said/they did say     c. they did     d. until 
e. them

            Ur §nẗ          UtC̈          o ¤v---          U---          --- ¤J  s ©g  

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah ( Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some words and phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew affix is repeated in every word or phrase.  An affix is something
that is added to the beginning, middle or end of the word and that adds to the
meaning of the word.

Circle the repeated affix, and circle its English translation.  The English
translation may not always be the same.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the rest of the word or phrase.
Mark the Hebrew word  and the English translation in some way that shows what goes
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

  v«g §r ©p§kto Pharaoh

  r ¥P ©x§kto recount/tell (about)

  «uk  r«n¡tsay to him

  «uk  t«k §u  o¤f̈kto you (a group) and not to him

  «uk t«k §u  h¦kto me and not to him

  k«t §J¦k  ©g ¥s«uh  «ubh ¥t ¤J §uand the one who does not know how to ask

  «uk  j ©, §P  §T ©tyou open (begin) for him

  W§b ¦c§k  T̈ §s©D ¦v §uand you shall tell to your son

Matching.  Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For

an affix, ---  tells where to put the rest of the word.

to/for     b. him    c. me    d. you (a group with at least one boy)    e. say
f. and you shall tell    g. to tell about     h. open/begin     i. he knows     j. to ask

            r«n¡t         «u---         T̈ §s©D ¦v §u         h ¦---     ©g ¥s«uh

            o¤f---          ---k          r ¥P ©x§k          k«t §J¦k              j ©, §P  

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Four Sons).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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When b is part of a J ¤r«J, it gets shy.  If it sees an affix coming, it curls up into
a tiny dot and hides in the next letter. 

Write each J ¤r«J in the space indicated, and highlight the main idea.

  sh ¦D ©v§kto tell

  sh ¦D ©n1) a preacher  2) is telling

  sh ¦D ©, t«kyou,m./she  will/should  not tell

  T̈ §s©D ¦vyou, m. (a man) told

:J ¤r«J
  

  Ubg̈h ¦D ¦v §uand He caused us to
reach/arrive/touch

  ©gh ¦D ©narrives

  -- §C  ©g«d§b¦kto touch

  ©gh ¦D ©v§kto arrive/reach

:J ¤r«J

    Here are some phrases from the Haggadah and the Siddur.    The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.  Circle or draw a box around the
words that have a  J ¤r«J you found, and circle or box their English translations.  Then
see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.  Mark each
Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go together.
You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

   g ©n §J  , ©th ¦r §e  i ©nz  ©gh ¦D ¦vThe time has arrived for the reading of the Shma

  W§b ¦c§k  T̈ §s©D ¦v §uand you shall tell your son/child

  v¤Z ©v  i ©n §Z©k  Ubg̈h ¦D ¦v §uand He has caused us to reach/arrive at this time/season

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.

to-the-time the-this     b. to touch     c. to arrive      d. and He caused us to reach
e. to your son/child     f. and you, m. shall tell     g. she will not tell     h. the reading of

            T̈ §s©D ¦v §u          Ubg̈h ¦D ¦v §u          sh ¦D ©, t«k           W§b ¦c§k             ©gh ¦D ©v§k

            v¤Z ©v  i ©n §Z©k           -- §C  ©g«d§b¦k                   , ©th ¦r §e

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer ).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for

educational use only.
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Phrases from the Haggadah (Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer ).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for

educational use only.
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       Most of the time, every letter of a J ¤r«J appears in every word that has that

J ¤r«J .  But a few letters behave a little differently.  The last letter of each J ¤r«J
below is a  v , which can either disappear or change into a h or u or a  , .   Highlight

the letters of the J ¤r«J and highlight the main idea.

If there are two Hebrew words, find the ara of
the first one.

  oh ¦r §C ©s §n  o ¤,h-¦h¡v you (a group)
were speaking        

   , ¤r ¤C ©s §n  v,̈§hv̈she was speaking

   ,«uh §v¦kto be 

  

   hUb ¦Ja change

  vB̈ ©T §J ¦vhe (has) changed

  h ¦,h¥B ©T §J ¦vI have changed

  v¤B ©T §J ¤tI will change/be different

  oh¦B ©T §J ¦nare changing

Here are some phrases from the Siddur.  Circle or draw a box around the words

that have a  J ¤r«J  you found, and circle or box their English translations.  Then see
if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.  Mark each
Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go together.
You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

  v¤Z ©v  vk̈§h©K ©v  vB̈ ©T §J¦B  v ©nhow/in-what-(ways) has this night been-changed

  Ubh¦hv̈  oh ¦sc̈£gwe were slaves

  Ubh¦hv̈  oh ¦sC̈ §g ªJ §nwe  were/would-have-been*   enslaved
*(The same word can mean “were” or “would have been” or “had been”.  It means

“would have been”  or  “had been”  if it comes after the word  UK ¦t , which means

“if”.  The word UK ¦t §u occurs earlier in the sentence from which this phrase was
taken.)

  ih ¦C ªx §n  Uhv̈ ¤Jwho were reclining/celebrating

  oh ¦r §P ©x §n  Uhv̈ §uand they were telling-about

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.

it was changed      b. if we had been      c. they were      d. a change    
e. the-night the-this     f. she was telling-about     g. we were

            Ubh¦hv̈  UK ¦t          Uhv̈          Ubh¦hv̈       , ¤r ¤P ©x §n  v,̈§hv̈

            v¤Z ©v  vk̈§h©K ©v          vB̈ ©T §J¦B     hUb ¦J

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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        Most of the time, every letter of a J ¤r«J appears in every word that has that

J ¤r«J .  But a few letters behave a little differently. When u is part of a J ¤r«J, it can

appear as «u or U or turn into a h or disappear.  Keep this in mind, and find the J ¤r«J
of each group of words  below.

 Ugh ¦s«uvthey announced/ made known  

  Ug §s¥hthey will know

   g ©s ¥Tyou shall know
  

   Uth ¦c ¥vthey brought/caused to come

   t«ucẗI will come

   UtC̈they came

Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  Circle or draw a box around the

words that have a  J ¤r«J   you found , and circle or box their English translations.
Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.  Mark
each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

  vẗC̈ ©v  vb̈J̈§kfor-the-year that-comes (next year)

  o ¤v-h ¥sh ¦n§k ©,  UtC̈their students came

  o ¤v-h ¥sh ¦n§k ©,  UtC̈ ¤J  s ©guntil their students came

  ©jh ¦JN̈ ©v  ,«unh¦k  th ¦cv̈§kto bring/include the days of the Moshiach

   vr̈«uT ©v  , ¤t  oh ¦g §s«uh  Ub̈KªF / / / Ukh ¦p£t©uand even if . . . we were all
knowers-of the Torah

  ©g ¥s«uh  «ubh ¥t ¤Jwho does not know

   oh ¦e«k-¡t  g ©s¥H ©uand G-d knew

Matching.  Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.
they came     b. to bring     c. and He knew     d. they announced     e. until

            UtC̈          Ugh ¦s«uv        g ©s¥H ©u           th ¦cv̈§k     --- ¤J  s ©g

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Ha Lachma, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer, Amar Rabi Elazar).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Highlight the J ¤r«J and the main idea.  Remember, there might be two, three

or four letters in the J ¤r«J,  and they appear in every word that has that J ¤r«J.

  kh ¦C §y ©nhe dips (something); he
causes (something) to be dipped

  kh ¦C §y ¦vhe dipped (something)

  kh ¦C §y©hhe will dip (something)

  T̈§k ©C §y ¦vyou ( a boy) dipped
(something)

  

  r ¥P ©x §Tyou (a boy) will tell-about/narrate

  h ¦r §P ©x §Tyou (a girl) will tell-about/narrate

  Ur §P ©x §Tyou (a group with at least one boy)
will tell-about/narrate

  vb̈ §r ¥P ©x §Tyou (a group of girls) will
tell-about/narrate

Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  Circle or draw a box around the

words that have a J ¤r«J you found, and circle or box their English translations.  Then
see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.  Mark each
Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go together.
You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

  ih¦kh ¦C §y ©n  Ubẗ  ih ¥twe don’t dip

  r ¥P ©x§k  Ubh¥kg̈  v-ü §m ¦nit’s a mitzva (obligation) upon-us/ on-us  to tell

  r ¥P ©x§k  v ¤C §r ©N ©v  kf̈ §uand everyone who narrates a lot

  o¦h ©r §m ¦n  , ©th ¦mh ¦C  oh ¦r §P ©x §n  Uhv̈ §uand they were telling-about the going-out of
Egypt

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix,

---  shows where  the letters of the ara go.

you will (speaking to a girl)     b. you will (speaking to a group of girls)    
c. he dips     d. he tells-about     e. upon us

            r ¥P ©x §n          kh ¦C §y ©n          Ubh¥kg̈          h ¦--- §T     vb̈--- §T

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik, 5773/2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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       Most of the time, every letter of a J ¤r«J appears in every word that has that

J ¤r«J .  But a few letters behave a little differently.  The last letter of each J ¤r«J
below is a  v , which can either disappear or change into a h or u or a  , .   Highlight

the letters of the J ¤r«J and highlight the main idea.

   ,«uG£g©kto do

  UGg̈they did

  v ¤G¡g ¤tI will do
  

  v ¤C §r ©tüand I multiplied/ increased

  UC §r¦H ©uand they increased

  h ¦C §r ¦T©uand you (female) increased

Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  Circle or draw a box around the

words that have a  J ¤r«J  you found, and circle or box their English translations.
Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.  Mark
each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  r ¥P ©x§k  v ¤C §r ©N ©v  kf̈ §uand everyone who tells a lot

   r¤z ¤gh¦k-¡t  h ¦C ©r §C  v ¤G£g ©na story about/with Rabbi Eliezer

   h¦k  ws  vG̈g̈Hashem did for me

  Un §m ©g©H ©u  UC §r¦H ©uand they increased/multiplied and became mighty

   v ¤C §r¦h  i ¤Plest he increase

   ///o ¥vv̈  o¦hC ©rv̈  oh ¦nḦ ©c///...in those many days...

   oh ¦yp̈ §J  v ¤G¡g ¤tI will do judgments

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.

lest     b. many    c. judgments    d. I will do     e. and they increased

          v ¤G¡g ¤t          UC §r¦H ©u          i ¤P          o¦hC ©r     oh ¦yp̈ §J

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer, Amar Rabi
Elazar, Four Sons).Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by

permission, for Jewish educational use only.
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Highlight the J ¤r«J and the main idea.  Remember, there might be two, three

or four letters in the J ¤r«J,  and they appear in every word that has that J ¤r«J.

  VJ̈r̈ §She explained it

  vJ̈r̈ §Ssermon, explanation 

  Jr̈ §s ¦nstudy, commentary

  a«r §s ¤tI will seek
  

  r ¥nẗ ¥Tit/she will be said

  r ¥nẗ¥hit/he will be said

  r ©n¡t¤bit was said

  rn̈¡t¤bit is said

Here are some words and phrases from the Haggadah.  Circle or draw a box

around the words that have a J ¤r«J you found, and circle or box their English
translations.  Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the
phrase.  Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows
they go together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

 r ¥nẗ ¥T ¤Jthat it should be said

  VJ̈r̈ §S ¤J  s ©guntil he explained it

  r ©n¡t¤B ¤Jas it is said

  oh ¦r §n«ut  oh ¦nf̈£j©uand wise ones say

  ?r ¥n«ut  tUv  vn̈what does he say?

  «uk  rn̈¡t¤uand say to him

  uḧk ¥t  T̈ §r ©nẗ §uand you shall say to him

from Selichos:

  W ¤J §p©b  kf̈ §cU  W §cc̈§k  kf̈ §C  UB ¤J §r §s ¦,  h ¦Fwhen you seek Him with all your heart
and with all your soul

Phrases from the Haggadah (Amar Rabi Elazar, Four Sons) and from Selichos.
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik, 5773/2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix,

---  tells you where the rest of the word belongs.

when     b. you will seek Him    c. until    d. he explained it    e. heart    f. soul
g. to him     h. what     i. wise ones     j. it should/will be said    k. it is said   l. as

         uḧk ¥tor      «uk             VJ̈r̈ §S          oh ¦nf̈£j         h ¦F        cc̈§k
   
              vn̈          r ©n¡t¤B          J ¤p¤b          --- ¤J  s ©g        --- ¤J
 
           r ¥nẗ ¥T     UB ¤J §r §s ¦,

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Amar Rabi Elazar, Four Sons) and from Selichos.
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik, 5773/2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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        Most of the time, every letter of a J ¤r«J appears in every word that has that

J ¤r«J .  But a few letters behave a little differently. When h is part of a J ¤r«J, it can

appear as h or turn into a u  or disappear.  

If the h is the first letter of the J ¤r«J and there is an affix at the beginning of

the word that means “caused”, the h turns into a u, usually appearing as «u. 
Keep this in mind, and find the J ¤r«J of each group of words  below.

   Ut §mḧthey went out

  Ut §m¥hthey will go out

  th ¦m«uvHe took out
(caused...to go out) 

  

  Uc §Jḧthey sat, they lived (somewhere)

  Uc §J¥hthey will sit/live (somewhere)

  ch ¦J«uvhe seated/settled/caused
(someone) to sit/live (somewhere)

Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  Circle or draw a box around the

words that have a J ¤r«J  you found, and circle or box their English translations.  
Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.

Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  ih ¦c §J«uh  ih ¥Ceither sitting

   oÄ« ¦n  Ubh ¥e«k-¡t  ws  Ub ¥th ¦m«uH ©uand HASHEM our G-d took us out of there

  th ¦m«uv  t«k  UK ¦t §uand if He had not taken out

  o¦hr̈ §m §n  , ©th ¦mh ¦C  r ¥P ©x§k  Ubh¥kg̈  v-ü §m ¦na mitzva is/would be upon us, to tell
about the going-out-of/Exodus from Egypt

  W §,t¥m  o«uhthe day of your going-out

   k̈k §F ©v  i ¦n  «un §m ©g  , ¤t  th ¦m«uv ¤J  h ¦p§kUand since he took himself out of the
community/group

Phrases from the Haggadah  (Mah Nistanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Amar Rabi Elazar, Four
Sons).  Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for

Jewish educational use only.
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   Ubẗh ¦m«uv  sḧ  e¤z«j §Cwith strength of hand He took us out

   o¤fh ¥,«uc£t  Uc §Jḧ  rv̈B̈ ©v  r ¤c¥g §Cyour fathers lived across the river

   s ©n§kU  t¥mgo out and learn

  i ¤JD  . ¤r ¤t §C  Wh ¤sc̈£g  tb̈  Uc §J¥hplease may your servants live in the land of
Goshen

   o¦h ©r §m ¦N ¦n  Ubẗh ¦m«uv ¤Jbecause He took us out of Egypt

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.

please     b. himself     c. between     d. from there     e. going out/ exit
f. learn!     g. your fathers     h. they lived

          o¤fh ¥,«uc£t          ih ¥C          vẗh ¦m§h          Uc §Jḧ        s ©n§k

            oÄ« ¦n          tb̈     «un §m ©g

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah  (Mah Nistanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Amar Rabi Elazar, Four
Sons).  Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for

Jewish educational use only.
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Highlight the  J ¤r«J and the main idea.

  Ub̈kh ¦f¡t ¤v §uand He fed/caused us to
eat

  h ¦T§k ©fẗI ate

  k ©f«tI will eat

 
  

   W ¤,s̈«uc£g©kto Your service

  vs̈«uc£gv̈the service/work

  oUsc̈£g©uand they shall serve them

  Ush ¦c£g©H©uand they made them work

Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.  Circle or draw a box around the words that have a

  J ¤r«J  you found, and circle or box their English translations.  
Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.

Use matching colors, underlines or numbers to show how the Hebrew and English go
together.

  ih¦k §f«ut  Ubẗwe eat

  Ubh¦hv̈  oh ¦sc̈£gwe were slaves

  Ubh¦hv̈  oh ¦sC̈ §g ªJ §nwe  were/would-have-been*  enslaved
*(The same word can mean “were” or “would have been”.  It means “would have

been” if it comes after the word  UK ¦t §u , which means “if not”.  The word UK ¦t §u
occurs earlier in the sentence from which this phrase was taken.)

  ,t«Z ©v  vs̈«uc£gv̈  vn̈what is this service

  i«uzn̈  ,©kh ¦f£teating of food

  T̈ §gc̈G̈ §u  T̈§k ©fẗ §uand you shall eat and be satisfied

   vJ̈ë  vs̈«uc£ghard work

   oh¦k §f«ut  Ubh ¥,«uc£t  Uhv̈ ¤J  j ©x ¤P(the) Pesach-offering that our fathers used to
eat

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Four Sons, Grace after
Meals).  Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for

Jewish educational use only.
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   ,Ur ¥j§k  ,US §c ©g ¥n  Ubẗh ¦m«uvHe took us out from slavery to freedom

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix,

--- shows where to put the letters of the J ¤r«J.

freedom     b. food    c. He took us out    d. and you shall eat    e. slavery
f. we were/we would have been     g. enslaved     h. and you shall be satisfied
i. our fathers     j. they used to eat     k. eating of

           Ubh ¥,«uc£t         ,©kh ¦f£t         Ubẗh ¦m«uv        oh¦k §f«ut  Uhv̈

            Ubh¦hv̈          T̈§k ©fẗ §u          T̈ §gc̈G̈ §u        ,Ur ¥j

            i«uzn̈          oh ¦sC̈ §g ªJ §n      ,US §c ©g

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Four Sons, Grace after
Meals).  Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for

Jewish educational use only.
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Highlight the J ¤r«J and the main idea.  Remember, there might be two, three

or four letters in the J ¤r«J,  and they appear in every word that has that J ¤r«J.

  oh ¦f«uzthey have merit

  Ue §z ¦Tyou (a group) will
have merit/may you 

have merit/be privileged

  Ubh ¦fz̈we were privileged

  

If there is more than one Hebrew word, find the ara of just
the first word.

   vë §Z ¦jshe strengthened/reinforced (something)

  uhs̈ḧ  , ¤t  vë §Z ¦jshe encouraged him

   e¥Z ©j §, ¦vhe became stronger   

    
Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  Circle or draw a box around the

words that have a J ¤r«J you found, and circle or box their English translations.  Then
see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.  Mark each
Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go together.
You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  vëz̈£j  sḧ §Cwith a strong hand

  sḧ  e¤z«j §Cwith strength of hand

  h ¦,h ¦fz̈  t«k §uand I did not merit

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.

hand     b. strength      c. strong      d. merit/privilege         
e. and may we become stronger

          e¥Z ©j §,¦b §u          ,Uf §z           e¤z«j       ez̈j̈or     vëz̈£j       sḧ

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Amar Rabi Elazar, Four Sons:  Tam).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik, 5773/2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word, followed by an affix, is repeated in every phrase.  Circle the
word and the affix, and circle their English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

   o ¤vh ¥sh ¦n§k ©,  UtC̈ ¤J  s ©guntil their students came

   tn̈«uz  i ¤C  VJ̈r̈ §S ¤J  s ©guntil Ben Zoma explained-it 

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix,

---  stands for the rest of the word.

her/it     b. their     c. until    d. he explained    e. they did

            J ©rS̈          V-̈--          U---          o ¤v---     --- ¤J  s ©g

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer, Amar Rabi Elazar).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013  C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

   , ©j ©t  o ©g ©P  Ukh ¦p£teven one time

   oh ¦nf̈£j  Ub̈KªF  Ukh ¦p£t©uand even if we were all wise

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.   For an affix,

---  shows where to put the rest of the word.

all of us     b. and    c. one    d. time/occasion    e. wise

             , ©j ©t            ---©u            oh ¦nf̈£j            Ub̈KªF      o ©g ©P 

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Four Questions and Avadim Hayyinu).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013  C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

  oh ¦nf̈£j  Ub̈KªF  Ukh ¦p£t©uand even if all-of-us were wise

  oh¦b«uc§b  Ub̈KªFall-of-us understanding

  oh¦b ¥e §z  Ub̈KªFall-of-us elders

  vr̈«uT ©v  , ¤t  oh ¦g §s«uh  Ub̈KªFall-of-us knowing the Torah

   o¦h ©r §m ¦n  , ©th ¦mh ¦C r ¥P ©x§k  v ¤C §r ©N ©v  kf̈ §uand everyone who
  tells a lot/increases to tell   about the going-out-of Egypt

   vk̈§h©K ©v  «u,«ut  kF̈all that night

  Wh¤H ©j  h ¥n§h  k«Fall the days of your life
 

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix,

---  shows where to put the rest of the word.

wise    b. understanding    c. knowing    d. increases/multiplies   e. all
f. all of us    g. even (if)    h. us

            Ukh ¦p£t          oh ¦nf̈£j          oh ¦g §s«uh      kF̈    kf̈ork«F  

               Ub̈KªF          v ¤C §r ©n         oh¦b«uc§b     Ub---
  

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Amar Rabi Elazar).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase.  Circle that word, and circle its
English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

  oh ¦nf̈£j  Ub̈KªF  Ukh ¦p£t©uand-even-if all-of-us (were) wise

  oh¦b«uc§b  Ub̈KªFall-of-us  understanding

   oh¦b ¥e §z  Ub̈KªFall-of-us  elders

  vr̈«uT ©v  , ¤t  oh ¦g §s«uh  Ub̈KªFall-of-us knowing the Torah

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word. 

even     b. wise    c. understanding    d. elders    e. knowing    f. all of us

            Ukh ¦p£t          oh¦b ¥e §z          oh ¦nf̈£j          oh ¦g §s«uh    Ub̈KªF

       oh¦b«uc§b

a.

Phrases from  the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013  C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase.  Circle that word, and circle its
English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, numbers or matching colors.

  Ubh¥bc̈  h¥b §cU  Ubh¥bc̈U  Ubẗ  h ¥r£vbehold, we and our children and our children’s
children

  jC̈ ªJ §n  v¤z  h ¥r£vbehold, this is praiseworthy

  vb̈J̈  oh ¦g §c ¦J  i ¤c §F  h ¦b£t  h ¥r£vbehold, I am like a seventy-year-old (a son of
seventy years)

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix (a

part of a word), --- shows where to put the rest of the word.

behold!     b. we     c. and     d. our     e. like     f. a son of     g. this is     

h. praiseworthy     

            Ubẗ          i ¤c          h ¥r£v     ---U

               v¤z          --- §F          jC̈ ªJ §n     Ub---

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Amar Rabi Elazar).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  Ubh¥bc̈U  Ubẗwe and our sons/children

  Ubh¥bc̈  h¥b §cUand the children of our children

  vb̈J̈  oh ¦g §c ¦J  i ¤c §Flike someone seventy years old (like a son of seventy years)

  oh¦bC̈  vg̈C̈ §r ©tfour sons/children 

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word. 

our children     b. the children of     c. four     d. we     e. seventy

            Ubẗ          vg̈C̈ §r ©t          h¥b §c          Ubh¥bc̈     oh ¦g §c ¦J

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Amar Rabi Elazar, Four Sons ).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (a prefix or infix or suffix, or a change in the vowels).  Circle that word, and
circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

   o¦hr̈ §m ¦n §C  v«g §r ©p§kto Pharaoh in Egypt

  o¦hr̈ §m ¦N ¦nfrom/out of  Egypt

  o¦h ©r §m ¦n  , ©th ¦mh ¦C  r ¥P ©x§kto-tell-about the-going-out-of Egypt

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.   For an affix (a

part of a word),  ---  tells you where the rest of the word goes.

  a. to tell about     b. in     c. from     d. to     e. going out     f. going out of

            --- §C          vẗh ¦m§h          , ©th ¦m§h          ---§k

       --- ¦C  r ¥P ©x§k          --- ¦n

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  vëz̈£j  sḧ §Cwith a strong hand

  sḧ  e¤z«j §Cwith strength of hand

   os̈Ḧ ¦n  Ub¥kh ¦M ©nHe saves us from their hand

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.  For an affix (a part of a

word),  ---  shows where to put the rest of the word.

with     b. their     c. us     d. from     e. saves     f. hand     g. strong     h. strength

            --- §C          e¤z«j          vëz̈£j          sḧ          --- ¦n

            o-̈--          kh ¦M ©n     Ub¥---

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Four Sons, l,nj  lpa ).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the prayerbook.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  ih ¦C ªx §n  Uhv̈ ¤Jwho were reclining/celebrating

  oh ¦r §P ©x §n  Uhv̈ §uand they were recounting/telling-about

  

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.   For an affix (a part

of a word),  --- shows you where to put the rest of the word.

they were    b. who/that    c. and    d. reclining    e. telling about/recounting

            Uhv̈          --- §u          ih ¦C ªx §n          oh ¦r §P ©x §n     --- ¤J

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah, from  sh ¦D ©n  and ,«uk£g ©N ©v  rh ¦J.
The words are not always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase.  Circle that word, and circle its
English translation.  It might have more than one translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  Ubh¦hv̈  oh ¦sc̈£gwe were slaves

  Ubh¦hv̈  oh ¦sC̈ §g ªJ §nwe would have been enslaved

  oh ¦n§k«j §F  Ubh¦hv̈we were like dreamers  

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.   For an affix (a

part of a word), ---  shows where to put the rest of the word.

we were     b. slaves    c. enslaved    d. dreamers     e. like (similar)     f. ---s

            Ubh¦hv̈          oh ¦n§k«j         oh ¦---         --- §F

         oh ¦sC̈ §g ªJ §n     oh ¦sc̈£g

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Birkas haMazon).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

   th ¦m«uv   t«k  UK ¦t §uand if He had not taken out

   oJ̈  v-ḧv̈  UK ¦tif he had been there 

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.   For an affix (a

part of a word),  ---  shows you where the rest of the word goes.

He took out/ He had taken out/ He did take out     b. if    c. no/not    
d. and     e. he was/ he had been     f. there

            UK ¦t          th ¦m«uv          v-ḧv̈          --- §u      t«k           oJ̈

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Avadim Hayyinu, Rasha).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the prayerbook.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  v¤Z ©v  vk̈§h©K ©vthis night (the-night  the-this)

  ,«ukh¥K ©v  kF̈ ¦nfrom all the nights

  ,«ukh¥K ©v  kf̈ §C ¤Jfor-in-all  the-nights

  vk̈§h©K ©v  «u,«ut  kF̈all that night

  ,«ukh¥K ©Cin-the-nights/ at night 

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix (a

part of a word),  ---  show you where the rest of the word goes.

the     b. this     c. night    d. all   e. the night     f. the nights     g. for/because

            --- ©v         vk̈§h©K ©v         ,«ukh¥K ©v          v¤z          kF̈
  
            vk̈§h©k     --- ¤J
 

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah and Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer, Amar Rabi
Elazar).  Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for

Jewish educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

   ih¦kh ¦C §y ©n  Ubẗ  ih ¥twe do not dip

  k«t §J¦k  ©g ¥s«uh  «ubh ¥t ¤Jwho does not know to ask

    j ©x ¤P ©v  r ©j ©t  ih ¦rh ¦y §p ©n  ih ¥t(we) don’t apportion (serve-a-portion) after
the-Pesach-(sacrifice)

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.  For an affix (a part

of a word),  ---  tells you where the rest of the word belongs.

not     b. after    c. dip    d. we     e.  he does not     f. know     g. who/that

            r ©j ©t          ih ¥t          «ubh ¥t          Ubẗ        ©g ¥s«uh

            ih¦kh ¦C §y ©n     --- ¤J

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Four Sons).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some words and phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew affix is repeated in every phrase.  An affix is something that is
added to the beginning, middle or end of the word and that adds to the meaning of
the word.

Circle the repeated affix, and circle its English translation.  The English
translation may not always be the same.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  of̈j̈  sj̈ ¤tone (who is) wise

  gJ̈r̈  sj̈ ¤t §uand one (who is) wicked

  oT̈  sj̈ ¤t §uand one (who is) simple/straightforward/perfect

  k«t §J¦k  ©g ¥s«uh  «ubh ¥t ¤J  sj̈ ¤t §uand one who does not know to ask

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix (a

part of a word),  --- tells you where the rest of the word goes.

one     b. perfect/simple    c. to ask     d. who/that    e. wicked     

f. wise     g. and     h.  he doesn’t know

             sj̈ ¤t          ©g ¥s«uh  «ubh ¥t          --- §u           of̈j̈          k«t §J¦k

            gJ̈r̈          --- ¤J          oT̈
 

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah  (Four Sons).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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In Hebrew, numbers have two different forms--masculine and feminine.  If you
are counting, just saying the numbers in order, you use the feminine numbers.  If you
are counting things, you choose either the masculine or feminine numbers, depending
on what you are counting.

Below are some phrases from the Haggadah.  A number is used in every phrase.
Circle the number, and circle its English translation.  (The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.)

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  , ©j ©t  o ©g ©P  Uk¦hp£teven one time 

  oh ¦ng̈ §p  h ¥T §Jtwo times

   vb̈J̈  oh ¦g §c ¦Jseventy years

   oh¦bC̈  vg̈C̈ §r ©tfour sons

   oT̈ sj̈ ¤t §u  'gJ̈r̈  sj̈ ¤t §u  'of̈j̈  sj̈ ¤ta wise one, and a wicked one, and a
simple/one

   k«t §J¦k  ©g ¥s«uh  «ubh ¥t ¤J  sj̈ ¤t §uand one who does not know how to ask

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew.  For an affix (a part

of a word),  ---  shows you where the rest of the word belongs.

one     b. two     c. four     d. seventy     e. time     f. times     
g. more than one, ---s       h. who/that      i. to     j. to ask     k. even

             , ©j ©t  'sj̈ ¤t          Uk¦hp£t          vg̈C̈ §r ©t         oh ¦---

       ---k          k«t §J¦k          o ©g ©P        oh ¦ng̈ §p

            --- ¤J          oh ¦g §c ¦J     h ¥T §J

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Amar Rabi Elazar, Four Sons)
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  v¤Z ©v  vk̈§h©K ©vthis night (the-night the-this)

  jC̈ ªJ §n  v¤z  h ¥r£vbehold, this is praised/ praiseworthy

  v¤Z ©v  ok̈«ugv̈this world (the-world the-this)

  v¤z  rUc£g ©Cbecause-of/for-the-sake-of  this

In the phrases below, there is another Hebrew word with the same translation.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.

  ,t«Z ©v  vs̈«uc£gv̈this service  (the-service the-this)

  ?,t«Z  v ©nWhat’s this? 

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.   You may use

a letter more than once.

this     b. what is ___?    c. for the sake of    d. the service    e. the world
f. the night     g. praiseworthy

            rUc£g ©C         v¤Z ©v         vk̈§h©K ©v         vs̈«uc£gv̈        ok̈«ugv̈

            ,t«Z          v¤z          v ©n     jC̈ ªJ §n  

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Avadim Hayyinu, Amar Rabi Elazar, Four
Sons, Yachol meRosh Chodesh).  Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.

Used by permission, for Jewish educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes a Hebrew vowel
may be a little different.  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.
Sometimes the word may have more than one translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  vB̈ ©T §J¦B  v ©nhow changed/different

  ?r ¥n«ut  tUv  vn̈What does he say?

  ,«us¥gv̈  vn̈what are the testimonies 

  ?o¤f̈k  ,t«Z ©v  vs̈«uc£gv̈  vn̈What is this service to you? 

   ?,t«Z  v ©nWhat’s this?

  

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word. 

what/how     b. he says    c. he    d. service    e. changed/different     
f. this     g. the testimonies     h. to you (speaking to a group with at least one man)

            r ¥n«ut          tUv          ,«us¥gv̈          ,t«Z     o¤f̈k

         v ©nor      vn̈             vB̈ ©T §J¦B     vs̈«uc£g

a.

Phrases from  the Haggadah (Mah Nishtanah, Four Sons).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah.  The words are not always in the
same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase, but sometimes it is disguised by
an affix (something added to the word, or a change in the vowels, that changes the
meaning of the word a little bit).  Circle that word, and circle its English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

   o¦h ©r §m ¦n  . ¤r ¤t ¥n  W §,t¥m  o«uh(the) day-of your-going-out from the land of Egypt

   Wh¤H ©j  h ¥n§h  k«Fall the days of your life

  oh ¦nḦ ©v  Wh¤H ©j  h ¥n§h“The days of your life” are (refers to) the days 

   ©jh ¦JN̈ ©v  ,«unh¦k  th ¦cv̈§kto include/bring the days of the Messiah

   tUv ©v  o«uH ©Con that day

   o«uh  s«ug §C ¦n  k«ufḧcan (it) be while-it-is-still day

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word. 

day/ day of     b. days    c. days of    d. can (is able)    e. your going out
f. all    g. your life     h. that (that exact one that I’m talking about)     
i. still (continuing, still more)

            tUv ©v          Wh¤H ©j          o«uh         k«ufḧ         h ¥n§h        oh ¦nḧ

            k«F         s«ug         W §,t¥m

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Amar Rabi Elazar, Yachol meiRosh Chodesh).
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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Here are some phrases from the Haggadah and the Siddur.  The words are not
always in the same order in Hebrew and English.

One Hebrew word is repeated in every phrase.  Circle that word, and circle its
English translation.

Then see if you can figure out the meaning of the other word(s) in the phrase.
Mark each Hebrew word  and its English translation in some way that shows they go
together.  You might use underlines, double underlines, or matching colors.

  g ©n §J  , ©th ¦r §e  i ©n §z  ©gh ¦D ¦v(the) time (of) reading/reciting (of) the Shma has
arrived

   Ub ¥,Ur ¥j  i ©n §zthe time of our freedom

   v¤Z ©v  i ©n §Z©k  Ubg̈h ¦D ¦v §uand He caused us to arrive at (reach to) this season/time

Matching
Write the letter of the translation next to the Hebrew word.  For an affix (a

part of a word),  --- tells you where to put the rest of the word.

time/ time of     b. it arrived    c. He made us arrive    d. reading of     e. and
f. our freedom     g. freedom     h. us/our     i. (the) this     j. to this time     

            ©gh ¦D ¦v          Ubg̈h ¦D ¦v         v¤Z ©v           --- §u           i ©n §z

          ,Ur ¥j          Ub ¥,Ur ¥j          v¤Z ©v  i ©n §Z©k          Ub---     , ©th ¦r §e

a.

Phrases from the Haggadah (Ma’aseh b’Rabi Eliezer) and the Siddur.
Worksheet ©Janis Yellin Peromsik 5773/ 2013 C.E.  Used by permission, for Jewish

educational use only.
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